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Abstract—Procedural content generation (PCG) is an active
area of research with the potential to significantly reduce
game development costs as well as create game experiences
meaningfully personalized to each player. Evolutionary methods
are a promising method of generating content procedurally. In
particular asynchronous evolution of AI agents in an artificial
life (A-life) setting is notably similar to the online evolution of
non-playable characters in a video game. In this paper, we are
concerned with improving the efficiency of evolution via more
effective mate selection. In the spirit of PCG, we genetically
encode each agent’s preference for mating partners and thereby
allowing the mate-selection process to evolve. We evaluate this
approach in a simple predator-prey A-life environment and
demonstrate that the ability to evolve a per-agent mate-selection
preference function indeed significantly increases the extinction
time of the population. Additionally, an inspection of the evolved
preference function parameters shows that agents evolve to favor
mates who have survival traits.
Index Terms—artificial intelligence, character generation, evolutionary computation, machine learning, multi-agent systems,
reinforcement learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Procedural content generation (PCG) has the potential to
reduce game-development costs as well as tailor the game
content to each individual player [1]–[6]. Evolutionary search
has been used for procedurally generating appearances [7] and
even behaviour policies of non-playable characters (NPCs) [8],
[9]. Artificial life (A-life) often combines several machinelearning methods in an asynchronous manner [10] representative of an game-time evolution of NPCs [11], [12].
Developing artificial intelligence (AI) in video games can
also be viewed as a stepping stone towards the development
of AI at large [13]. Indeed, our modern world is increasingly
becoming saturated with smart, interconnected, AI-driven devices. With the emergence of vast networks of such agents
comes the potential of interesting emergent behavior among
them. This potential raises important questions. What will
this behavior look like? Will only simple behavior develop
or could we see something complex emerging? How will this
impact our society? A-life simulations are one way to study
such phenomena. A-life allows the study of both single- and
multi-agent learning at multiple timescales: within an agent’s
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lifetime (e.g., via reinforcement learning), as well as across
generations of agents via genetic search [10]. The potential
of emergent collective behavior is a powerful provision of
A-life since even simple agents acting according to simple
rules can produce a population that exhibits complex behavior
(e.g., Conway’s Game of Life [14] and Wolfram’s cellular
automaton rule 110 [15]).
Making evolution more efficient is a key problem especially
when the evolution of NPCs happens during playtime and
has to be visibly responsive to a player’s actions [9], [11].
One technique for increasing efficiency of evolution is better
mate selection which is critical for ensuring the diversity of
the gene pool as well as protecting innovation as it matures.
For instance, the NEAT algorithm uses speciation as a part of
its mating strategy [16]. One could port speciation and other
hand-designed mate-selection strategies to A-life.1 However,
in the spirit of procedural content generation, we propose a
different approach: we genetically encode a preference function in each agent thus allowing evolution to find good mateselection strategies. Since the preference function is specific
to each agent, our approach allows for evolving an ensemble
of complementary mate-preference strategies in a population.
We implement and evaluate our approach in an A-life setting
for the reasons listed earlier in this section. We note that a
similar approach can be applied in a synchronous evolution
scenario with discrete generations such as a scenario where
NEAT would be applied.
Note that this paper is an extended version of a two-page
abstract [17].
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We investigate how learning mate-selection strategies can
increase the efficiency of evolutionary search. When using
PCG techniques to evolve NPCs in video games, the evolutionary efficiency of the method used can be critical. For example,
in Darwin’s Demons NPC opponents are evolved based on
what was challenging for the player [11]. If the evolution
of the NPCs is too slow then the novelty of the evolved
opponents would be lost. In addition to potentially providing
1 While A-life eliminates the basic genetic search’s need for an explicitly
designed fitness function (in A-life the fitness function is implicitly induced
by the physics of the environment), it still requires a mechanism for mate
selection for sexual agent reproduction.

better evolutionary efficiency, learning rather than hand-coding
mate-selection strategies is desirable as it reduces the potential
burden on the individuals employing these methods, further
increasing their applicability to games.
In this work, population extinction time serves as a proxy
for evolutionary efficiency such that a high average population extinction time for one method would indicate that the
evolutionary efficiency of that method is high. Our objective
function T maps solution methods for mate-selection to the
expected lifetime of the resulting population. Our goal is to
maximize T . Thus, in our experiments, we test empirically
whether using different mate selection strategies results in
changes in an estimate of the expected survival time of a
population. To get a sense of the robustness of mate selection
choices, we also look to the distribution of survival times of
populations when using different mate selection strategies. The
hypothesis is that when agents can decide which other agents
to mate with (i.e., when they are afforded the ability to learn a
mate-selection strategy), the average population survival time
increases.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Previous work empirically evaluated several methods of
performing mate selection in conventional genetic algorithms [18]. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of
the evaluated methods examined involves learning to perform
mate selection. If potential parents can predict the fitness of
their offspring, then they can learn to use that information in
selecting their mates [19]. However, obtaining a reliable such
prediction may be difficult at the agent level.
Mate preference on the basis of songs has been explored [20]. Males’ genomes are either their song itself or
a neural network that generates songs. Females’ genomes are
transition matrices which rank the aesthetic quality of different
note transitions. Mating occurs synchronously, and there are
no survival pressures on the agents; males only seek to be
appealing to females which may limit the applicability of this
approach to an A-life environment.
Related to the idea of mate selection is the study of
cooperation. In a previous study [21] agents on a lattice are
forced to interact with other agents in their vicinity. However,
the agents they interact with may cooperate with them or may
defect. The authors show that when agents simply move away
from partners that defect and cooperate with partners that
cooperate with them, they are able to successfully increase
the amount of time they spend with cooperative partners.
Also related to cooperation, previous work [22] also studied
how humans select partners in a real-world cooperation-based
game. It demonstrated that, in the context of the game,
humans will put a considerable amount of effort into finding
cooperative partners and that humans will put more effort into
finding partners when the selection process is unidirectional
rather than bidirectional.
IV. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
We will now present our solution approach, starting with
some additional definitions and notation, followed by a short

intuition describing the fundamental motivations behind our
approach and then the specific algorithmic details.
A. Definitions and Notation
Here, we continue our discussion in Section II with additional definitions and notation for our solution method. Let us
first generally consider how an agent behaves as mating is one
of many agent behaviours. Biologically, agents can generally
be described by their genomes. So, mathematically, suppose
we look at an agent n from a population A. Let its genome be
denoted Gn ∈ G, the genome space where all agents’ genomes
lie. Gn can be viewed as a vector that contains features that
parameterize agent n’s behaviour among other things like its
appearance. The particularly important part here in terms of
learning and evolution is that the behaviour policy of the agent
is genetically encoded.
Now, genomes are much too large for general decision
making in social interactions and are not directly observable.
In selecting mates, humans for example describe themselves
and observe others only through condensed profiles as opposed
to an entire genome.
Suppose agents can each express themselves though their
own profile function Prof : G → Λ where Λ is the set
of all profiles. One view of mate selection or relationship
assessment is to think about agents having the need to combine
information from the profiles of other agents and information
from their own profiles to figure out their compatibility. We
define a merging function Mer : Λ × Λ → M where M is an
arbitrary set of vectors of real numbers which contain features
about how two agents relate. Finally, for an agents’ decision
making about whether to mate, we let each agent have a
preference function Pref : M → R where the scalar represents
the preference an agent has for a particular combination of
agents (through the proxy of a vector describing features about
how the two agents’ profiles relate.)
In this work, we particularly consider situations where
agents evaluate combinations with itself for the purpose of
mating. Similar to allowing agents to design their own reward
functions [10], giving agents a way to select mates can help
in maximizing population survival time. With this in mind,
we focus on the preference network and evolve it over time,
while considering different merging functions and fixing the
profile function. We consider parameterized neural networks
for the preference networks, use relevant portions of genomes
as profiles and consider various merging functions based on
viewing it as a function of two vectors (profiles) that we either
might want to be similar (to exploit similarities that might be
useful for longer living offspring) or dissimilar (to be more
diverse and consider how incorporating differences might be
beneficial).
There are two intentional limitations in the problem formulation above. First, the preference function operates on
information from two profiles and does not consider other
attributes such as what the agents may have learned during
their lifetimes such as their action functions in Evolutionary
Reinforcment Learning [10]. Second, we do not allow choice

in how agents present themselves to other agents (by fixing
the profile functions). For instance, different agents cannot sing
different songs to other agents to attract them as it happens
with real-life birds or certain computational simulations [20].
Future work will lift both limitations.
B. Intuition
Mate-selection affects learning across generations as the
choices of whether to mate or not affects the composition
of future populations and hence the mate-selection strategy
can impact the overall survival time of populations. Instead
of hand-coding a mate selection policy into A-life agents we
propose to find it via genetic search. We do so by giving
each agent a preference function which maps merged profiles
of agents and candidate mates to a preference value. The
function is encoded genetically in each agent’s genes. This
allows it to (i) be agent-specific and (ii) evolve over time.
We conjecture that a preference function that leads to longer
surviving offspring gives such individuals an advantage and
thus will spread in the population and increase the population
survival time relative to a baseline mate-selection mechanism.
C. Algorithmic Details
ERL Background. We formulate our agents and the environment in an Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning (ERL)
setting, similar to the original [10]. The genomes that encode
agent behaviour consist of the initial weights for an action
function Qµ and the weights for an evaluation function Vθ
where the subscripts µ and θ denote the weights that parameterize functions Q and V .
Vθ (s) serves as an estimate for the value of state s ∈ S (i.e.,
the expected cumulative reward given that an agent starts from
s). This evaluation function is learned using evolution. Thus,
θ and hence Vθ remains the same during the lifetime of an
agent and only change as crossover and mutation operations
cause offspring to be born with differing θ’s.
On the other hand, Qµ changes over an agent’s lifetime.
Particularly, agents learn Qµ using an RL algorithm where
the reward for a transition from state s to state s0 when taking
action a is given by Vθ (s0 ) − Vθ (s). The role of Qµ can be
thought of as encouraging action a in state s if Vθ (s0 ) > Vθ (s).
In A-life, while there is no explicit fitness function we
define, by virtue of the environment being designed with
certain dynamics, we can induce various desired behaviors.
For example, in a predator-prey setting where the prey possess
genomes encoding their behavior, following Darwin’s theory
of evolution [23], the fittest agents have the most chances to
reproduce, and their evaluation functions will consequently be
the ones most seen in the population. The resulting effect is,
as time goes on, most agents will learn evaluation functions
whose corresponding reward functions, if maximized correctly
by all agents, causes the average population survival time to
increase.
ERL A-life Simulation. Algorithm 1 describes the simulation
for agents with preferential mate-selection capabilities. While

Algorithm 1: A-life Environment Simulation of Agents
with Preferential Mate Selection

Input : number of initial agents, max energy,
world size, Mer, filter, epsilon
Output : (Int) population survival time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21

Na ← number initial agents, t ← 0, A ← ∅
randomly initialize networks: Vθ , Qµ , Prefρ
genome ← [θ, µ, ρ]
location ← random location in world(world size)
agent ← Agent.init(genome, max energy, location)
A ← A ∪ {agent}
while Na > 0 do
for nm ∈ A do
s, no ← Env.get state(nm , filter(nm , ...))
Profm ← [θm , µm ]
Profo ← [θo , µo ]
other agent pref ←
nm .Prefρ (Mer(Profm , Profo ))
q0 , ..., q|A| ← nm .Qµ ([s, other agent pref])
a ← EpsGreedy([q0 , ..., q|A| ], )
if a = Action Mate then
genome ←
Crossover(nm .genome, no .genome) +
Mutation()
A ← A ∪ Agent.init(genome, max energy,
location nearby(nm .location))
Na ← Na + 1
s0 ← Env.step(nm , a)
Vt ← nm .Vθ ([s, other agent pref])
nm .Qµ .train(s, s0 , a, Vt − Vt−1 )

25

for a ∈ A do
if a.energy ≤ 0 then
Na ← Na − 1
A ← A \ {a}

26

t←t+1

22
23
24

27

return t

these agents are the prey in predator-prey environments in our
experiments, the general idea can be extended beyond such
environments.
First, we initialize Na with the initial number of agents
given as input to the algorithm. This variable is used to
keep track of the number of agents. Then, we perform a
loop to initialize the initial agents. Within this loop, we
first initialize parametric functions for state evaluation, action
selection and preference evaluation (line 2). Given that we
use neural networks to parameterize these functions in our
experiments, we refer to Vθ , Qµ and Prefρ as the evaluation
network, action network and preference network respectively.
Function Vθ , the evaluation network, outputs a scalar given a
state, Vθ : S → R, quantifying how good it is to be in a given
state through a prediction of expected cumulative reward.

The action network Qµ defines the agent’s state-action value
function and outputs a scalar for each action: Qµ : S → R|A|
that quantifies how good it is to to take action a in state s and
thereafter follow the policy Qµ , again through a prediction of
the expected cumulative reward. Note that here the network
outputs the action-value for all the actions given a state,
thereby avoiding the need to do multiple forward passes.
Finally, the preference network Prefρ outputs a scalar preference value given information about candidate agents through
their profiles, in particular outputs of the merging function
where one argument is their own profile. In particular, the
myself agent nm computes Prefρ (Mer(Profm , Profo )) using its
preference network. Here, Profm is the myself agent’s profile
and Profo is the other agent’s profile. The merging functions,
Mer, we use are handcrafted distance functions like norms.
They are described in more detail in Section V-B.
We initialize the genome of the agent with the weights
of the different networks in line 3. As in the original ERL
formulation [10], the evaluation network stays fixed over
an agent’s lifetime whereas the action network changes its
weights as the agent learns by interacting with the environment. The preference network does not change during and
agent’s lifetime.
Initialization of the environment is completed in lines 4-6
by setting the agents to random locations and giving them
a predefined maximum amount of energy. Next, the main
evolutionary loop begins where agents observe and act in the
world. Let agent nm be the agent being considered in the
loop. We first query the environment to get the state for agent
nm and a candidate agent based on a filter function (line
9). Without the loss of generality, the pseudocode assumes
a single candidate agent, no .
Mate Selection. As formulated in Section II, our preference
functions operate on agent profiles. In our experiments, we
use profile functions that map to a subset of the genome. In
particular, the profiles we use are vectors containing θ and µ,
the weights of the value network and the initial weights of
the action network respectively.2 Hence, the merging function
takes two vectors of length |µ| + |θ| and outputs a vector in
M which, as noted in Section IV, is a vector space consisting
of vectors whose sizes can vary based on the choice of the
merging function. The profile computation for the selecting
agent nm and the candidate agent no is done in lines 10 and
11. The resulting profiles are Profm and Profo .
Suppose we have two agents nm (the ”myself” agent) and
o
n (the other agent being considered for mating) and let
their profiles be Profm and Profo . If nm observes the Profo
and passes it through its preference network Prefρ without
any transformation to it (i.e., Mer(Profo ) = Profo ), it could
be problematic as Profo alone is decoupled from the profile
of agent nm , Profm . Conceivably, the difference between a
potential mate’s profile and the selecting agent’s profile is
important in deciding whether to mate. Thus, to allow an
2 For simplicity, we exclude the weights of the preference function from the
profile to avoid second-order preferences.

Fig. 1. How one agent calculates its preference for another agent. Here
nm represents weights maintained by the selecting agent and no represents
weights maintained by the candidate agent.

agent to take its own genome into account when computing
its preference for a candidate mate, the merging function takes
both profiles Profm and Profo as inputs. We consider several
hand-coded merging functions: Euclidean distance, elementwise squared distance, element-wise absolute difference, and
the identity transformation which simply returns the profile of
the other agent (i.e., Mer(Profm , Profo ) = Profo ).
In the pseudocode the use of this function, Mer, can be
found in line 12. The schematic for calculating preferences
is illustrated in Figure 1. An agent decides to mate perhaps
based on the preference value passed to the state according to
the action selection method presented below.
Action Selection and Reinforcement Learning. As the original ERL work [10] we support lifetime learning by updating
agent’s action-network weights as the agent interacts with
the environment. However, instead of their complementary
reinforcement backpropagation we use Q-Learning [24]:
Q(s, a) ← (1 − α)Q(s, a) + α[r + γ max
Q(s0 , a0 )]
0
a

where (s, a) is the state-action pair to be updated, s0 is the
next state, r is the reward, γ is the discount factor, and
α is a step-size hyperparameter. To allow for exploration,
we use -greedy action selection strategy whereby a random
action is chosen with probability  ∈ (0, 1) and the greedy
action, arg maxa Q(s, a) is chosen with probability 1 − 
(line 14). To compute the reward r we use a difference in
state evaluations at consecutive time steps. We use a squared
loss as in DQN [25]:
h
µ ← µ − α∇µ E Vθ (s0 ) − Vθ (s)+
2 i
0 0
+ γ max
Q
(s
,
a
)
−
Q
(s,
a)
µ
µ
0
a

Evolution. The evolution process takes place when the mate
action is chosen by an agent (lines 16 to 18). We crossover the
two agents’ genomes and perform mutation as well by averaging the genomes of the parents and applying element-wise
gaussian noise. We complete the mate action by initializing
the agent with a location close to the parent agents, updating
the agent set A and incrementing the agent counter.

The simulation keeps track of the energy of the agents,
decrementing the agent counter and removing agents from the
agent set when an agent’s energy falls to 0 (lines 23 – 25).
V. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
Experiments are conducted in a wolf-sheep predation model
similar to the predator-prey environment used by Ackley and
Littman [10] and implemented in NetLogo [26].
A. Simulation Environment
Our tile-based simulation world (61 × 61 tiles) consists of
tiles of grass, sheep and wolves (Figure 2). Grass is initialized
with equal probability in either a grown or ungrown state. At
initialization, one hundred sheep (shown as white icons) and
one wolf (shown as black icons) are distributed throughout the
world.
Sheep move around the environment and eat grass. Wolves
move around the environment and eat sheep. Each agent
always occupies a single tile. Several agents can share a tile.
Grass is either present or absent. Grass present in a tile can
be eaten by a sheep and will re-grow after a certain number
of time steps (drawn uniformly randomly from a pre-specified
range). Each sheep and wolf have a level of energy which
is reduced with each agent’s action except possibly eating.
When the energy drops to 0 the agent dies. A wolf attacking a
sheep decreases its energy by a certain amount. If the resulting
sheep energy drops to 0, the sheep dies and the wolf eats it and
replenishes its own energy. No energy is received for attacking
a sheep. Wolves reproduce asexually when their energy is
above a certain threshold. Sheep, on the other hand, require
selecting a mate and taking the mating action to produce an
offspring. When mating, both sheep and wolves incur a flat
energy cost that is taken from the initiating parent and is used
as the offspring’s inital energy.
Sheep also die randomly according to a discrete Weibull
distribution [27]. Its parameters were adjusted so that even if
a sheep were to avoid being eaten, there was approximately
10% probability for a sheep to survive past 500 time steps.
When all wolves die a new wolf is added to the simulation
at a random location. Thus, there is always at least one wolf
in the space, whereas if all sheep die then the simulation is
terminated. Wolves follow a simple, fixed behaviour policy the
enables them to chase and eat sheep consistently. In contrast,
sheep must learn how to eat or to avoid wolves. The learning
occurs at two temporal scales: across generations and within
an agent’s lifetime. Across generations the population evolves
better evaluation functions encoded by the evaluation network
weights and similarly evolves better initialization values for the
action network weights. Recall, we average parents’ genomes
and then perform mutation by adding normally distributed
random values to produce offspring genomes.
Learning within an agent’s lifetime is done by updating the action network via Q-learning using evolved evaluation functions. At each time step, a sheep observes
its current state and, using its action network, chooses
an action to perform. In this simulation, a sheep’s state

Fig. 2. A-life simulation with sheep, wolves and grass.

s ∈ S is a nine-tuple of information from its surroundings: (E, θSheep , ∆Sheep , θWolf , ∆Wolf , θGrass , ∆Grass , P, A). The
elements of this tuple are repsectively: the sheep’s current
energy; the angle and distance to the closest sheep, wolf, and
grass tile; the preference score of the nearest sheep; and the
age of the eldest child of the sheep that it has seen. Including
this last element provides a rough means by which a sheep is
able to gauge its reproductive success.
A sheep can select an action from the action set containing
the actions move forwards, turn left, turn right, eat or mate.
Performing this action produces a new state which in turn is
used to generate a reward using the evaluation network.
We normalize the state features to ensure that the scale of
all features falls within reasonable ranges. For example, we
convert the angle (in degrees) to the closest entity to the range
[−180, 180] and then divide by 180 to get a value between
[−1, 1]. Similarly, we normalize distances according to the
size of the world, energy to [0, 1] using the maximum energy,
squash the scalar preferences using the hyperbolic tangent
function, and normalize the child age by the oldest age of
any sheep in the simulation. Because the world is quite small,
sheep have sufficient vision to see any other agent in the
world at each tick. However, for simplicity, we artificially
blind agents to everything but the closest sheep, wolf, and
tile of grass.
B. Baselines for Merging Functions
As baselines in our experiments, we use five hand-coded
merging functions. As described earlier, the merging function
Mer takes two profiles Profm , Profo as its inputs and returns a
vector in M . The baseline is a constant Merρ (Profm , Profo ) =
0 (which implies random mate selection), the absolute difference between the profiles Mer(Profm , Profo ) = |Profm −
Profo |, the squared difference (Profm − Profo )2 , the Euclidean
o
o
distance kProfm
i − Prof k, and Prof itself.

TABLE I
P OPULATION SURVIVAL TIMES AVERAGED OVER 125 TRIALS
Preference function

Mean population survival time

Other genome
Absolute difference
Squared difference
Euclidean distance
Random

2589.5 ± 100.0
2521.0 ± 94.3
2340.4 ± 90.0
1878.9 ± 64.5
1761.0 ± 57.2
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Fig. 3. Populations survival curves.

C. Results: Expected Population Survival Time
Figures 3, 4, and Table I show the results of experiments
in which the four different merging functions as well as the
random mating baseline were each run 125 times and the
simulations were allowed to proceed until extinction (i.e.,
when the sheep population declines to 0).
Figure 3 shows the survival curves for each preference
setting and Figure 4 shows the distribution of the survival
times. Notably random mating and Euclidean distance perform
quite poorly compared to the other four genome transformation functions, which perform roughly similarly. Table I
shows the mean survival times under each of the genome
transformation functions. Here there is a significant difference between the average survival time of each of absolute
difference, other genome, and squared difference and each of
Euclidean distance and random (p < 0.01 using two-tailed ttest with Bonferroni corrections). One reason for why using
the Euclidean distance as a genome transformation functions
performs so poorly is that the preference network under this
genome transformation function is restricted to learning a
single weight, the preference of an agent for another agent
is likely to be dominated by irrelevant features of that agent’s
genome. The reason that irrelevant features will dominate the
distance is that only the relevant features are likely to be
selected for and so irrelevant features are likely to have much
more variation.

6000

Fig. 4. Distribution of population survival times. Triangles denote mean
values. Diamonds denote potential outliers.

D. Results: Preference Weights Analysis
For further analysis we inspected the weights ρ of the
preference network Prefρ as it evolves. In particular, we looked
at the longest run of one of the preferential mating variants
that did the best across runs — the other-genome variant where
agents only make use of a candidate’s genome in calculating
preference. A primary reason for this choice is that analysis
becomes easier as compared to the other variants because we
do not need to consider how a selecting agent’s genome affects
the preference value.
To see which genome features agents become interested
in, we first calculate the unnormalized importance of features
by multiplying an agent’s preference network weights ρ by
the weight from preference P to the Action Mate in the
action network Qµ and take the absolute values. Doing this,
we get a vector u whose values are unbounded but whose
sign is meaningful. In particular, the multiplication by the
weight from the preference P to action mate in the preference
network accounts for the fact that certain agents might weigh
the preference in a negative manner, giving a high probability
of mating when the preference is a large negative number.
We then normalize the positive and negative elements of
the vector u separately by dividing the negative elements by
the negative element with the largest magnitude and similarly
for the positive elements. Thus, we get a normalized vector
whose elements are between −1 and 1. By averaging such
vectors over all agents in a generation, we get a vector of the
average normalized weights for all the features of agents in a
given generation. Here, the generation number of an individual
is defined to be the maximum of the generation numbers of
its parents plus one. This choice is motivated by noting that
we can expect that agents with a higher ancestral order (i.e.,
sheep who have more ancestors), will survive better. The use
of such discrete generations is also useful when comparing
or consolidating agents across multiple runs as we do later.
Taking the per-feature incremental average of the normalized u
vectors across the generations and selecting the top-5 features
at the last generation in the positive and negative weighting
case separately then results in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 5, there appear to be certain
features that become positively correlated or, in other words,
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Fig. 5. Average normalized weight for the eventual top five most positively
weighted genome features. Here the generation number of an individual is
defined to be the maximum of the generation numbers of its parents plus one.
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Fig. 6. Average normalized weight for the eventual top five most negatively
weighted genome features.

preferred for among agents. For example, sheep learn, on
average, to prefer other sheep who prefer being far from the
closest wolf. This is because ∆Wolf refers to the distance to
the closest wolf and ∆Wolf → action mate then refers to the
weight a sheep gives to how far the closest wolf is.
Given that survival correlates to understanding that being
near wolves is dangerous, it is interesting that indeed sheep
have understood that in developing future populations, it is
important that offspring prefer sheep who give a high value
to wolves being far off. In other words, sheep learn to prefer
sheep who have a high weight for ∆Wolf → Value.
In a similar vein, sheep also learned to prefer mating with
sheep who assign a high value to mating when they have a
high preference for a candidate agent in their state. This is
useful in ensuring that offspring make use of preference in
selecting whether to mate and prefer other sheep who have a
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Fig. 7. Average normalized feature weight for meaningful features over the
top 30 longest other-genome experiment runs.

high weight for Preference → Action Mate.
Finally, sheep also learned to dislike other sheep who
assign a high value to mating when grass is far off. In other
words, sheep learn to dislike other sheep who assign a high
preference to mate with sheep who have a high weight for
∆Grass → Action Mate. This makes intuitive sense in that
mating consumes energy and, moreover, if a wolf were to
appear and the closest food source is far off, the sheep could
be in danger.
On the other hand, we are unable to explain why some
weights being high or low were preferred such as the preference for sheep having a high weight for ∆Grass →
Action Left. We note that, indeed, some of the features that
become prominent seem to not have simple interpretations.
This problem reduces when averaging over multiple runs
as different features might end up being weighted more in
different runs but any common genome features (i.e., different
weights of the parametric function approximators), that sheep
learn to prefer will remain prominent.
Finally, we averaged over the top 30 longest runs in the
other-genome condition and looked for a set of meaningful
features which we could interpret. The results of this investigation are shown in Figure 7. Many preference weights become
as we would expect them to be. For example, considering the
two ends of feature weight preference, on one end sheep learn
to strongly prefer those who have a high value assigned to
having a high energy (i.e., sheep who have a high weight for
Energy → Value), and, on the other end, strongly disfavor
those that more likely take the mate action when the closest
grass is far off (i.e., sheep who have a high weight for
∆Grass → Action Mate).
VI. C URRENT S HORTCOMINGS & F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we allowed our agents to examine the genomes
of potential mates to create a mating preference. Future work
will give agents an ability to present themselves to others

(e.g., via a bird song or an online dating profile). Such profile
formation ability can be genetic, co-evolving with their ability
to read other profiles.
We prevented our agents from examining each other’s preference functions to select a mate. Future work will investigate
how including such information affects mate selection.
All our experiments were conducted in an autonomous Alife environment. Future work will implement these techniques
in a video game with the player’s actions informing the
evolution.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Evolutionary search has the potential to procedurally generate interesting non-playable characters in a video game. The
A-life setting is particularly applicable to procedural content
generation in a video game. We show that the way NPCs in an
A-life environment select their mates to form offsprings has
an effect on the population survival. In the spirit of PCG, we
let evolution develop mate-selection strategies. The resulting
evolved strategies increase the population survival time and
have elements that make sense from the survival perspective.
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